Introduction
It has long been recognized that early experiences establish the foundation for life long mental health. Arguably the most important of these early experiences is the ongoing parent-child relationship. Indeed, being born into and brought up within a stable home can be a powerful factor contributing to mental wellbeing [(e.g., 1)]. However, the opposite is also true; dysfunctional early caregiving (such as neglect, parental mental illness, and familial violence) is strongly associated with mental illness, accounting for up to 45% of child-onset, and 32% of adult-onset mental health disorders (including anxiety, mood and psychotic disorders) [2, 3] . While the relationship between early experiences of adversity and mental illness is often observed, the mechanisms linking these experiences are not well articulated. Hence, understanding how early experiences get 'under the skin' to influence an individual across his/her lifespan is one of the central goals of research in the affective neurosciences.
One predominant perspective on the link between early adversity and mental illness is that such early experiences impair brain function, as children with histories of adversity reliably perform more poorly on tests of language and cognition [4] [5] [6] . However, numerous theories now predict that, rather than leading to general deficits or delays, adversity may in fact lead to a reprioritization of developmental strategy away from a neotenous state (which favors a slow developmental pace and prolonged childhood [7] ) and toward more adult-like functioning within fear/stress-related domains [8 ,9-13] . For example, many theories operating within an evolutionary biology framework (including Life History Theory, Psychosocial Acceleration Hypothesis, Child Development Theory, and the Adaptive Calibration Model) posit that our evolutionary history selected for plasticity in developmental trajectories, such that early experiences could program the length of childhood and the age of pubertal transition [9, 10, 12, 13] . Specifically, these theories suggest that slower developmental strategies would be advantageous in conditions of low stress, allowing the individual to absorb information from the social and family environment early in life that may increase survival and parenting skills before transitioning into the reproductive stage of development. By contrast, faster developmental strategies allowing for earlier reproduction are proposed to increase reproductive success and fitness in contexts of adversity where long-term survival is uncertain. Indeed, in support of these theories, there is considerable evidence demonstrating that the age of pubertal maturation is negatively associated with levels of stress in the early environment (e.g., reviewed in [9]).
The frameworks discussed above are persuasive in their description of accelerated patterns of development as adaptations to contexts of early adversity (as opposed to traditional views that stress diminishes functionality). However, the mechanisms behind how such altered trajectories are related to the higher rates of mental illness seen in adversity-exposed populations remain elusive. The fact that caregiving adversity is associated with both accelerated development of emotion behavior/neurobiology, as 
